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Abstract

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) with widths of tens-of-nanometer have been

demonstrated as an effective way to realize the transport gap opening by quantum

confinement. However, it is known that carriers in graphene are inevitably sub-

jected to the disordered potential caused by the localized charge states originated

from the surrounding environments, e.g. the substrate defects, surface adsorptions,

organic residues from fabrication, and the edge roughness. The origin and prop-

erties of such localized charge states have been exhaustively investigated. Charge

puddles with the size of ∼ 10 nm have been directly measured in graphene placed

on SiO2 substrate using scanning tunneling microscopy. Quantum dots-like trans-

port features have been observed in the monolayer GNRs in their tranport measur-

ment, as the carriers can tunnel through the isolated charge puddles. Moreover,

it has been demonstrated that geometries of the charge puddles and the corre-

lated transport properties are able to be tuned electrically by applying external

electric filed. At some certain conditions, single quantum dot (QD)-like transport

behaviour can be observed as long as the disordered transport gap satisfy the

conditions, e. g., double tunnel barriers assembling on the sides of a quantized

conductive charge island. So far, controllable QD-like transport in GNRs had only

been realized by electrostatic confinement technique i. e., fabricating a local gate

on the designed position. Other doping approaches have been not demonstrated.

In our work, we considered a new strategy to realize single QD-like band land-

scape via controllable doping. We developed two approach to generate doping

from hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ capping layer. First is current annealing,

which could be used to tune the universal doping level in graphene. Second is

controllable e-beam exposure, which can be used to realize doping control with

nano-meter precise spatial control. Finally, we successfully achieved single QD-like

transport in GNR at low temperature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In solid state physics, low dimensional electron transport is important in terms

of both fundamental physics investigation and electronic applications. Before

the discovery of graphene, electron transport in real three-dimensional and one-

dimensional materials, e.g., silicon and carbon nanotube, had been studied the-

oretically and experimentally. In comparison, study of two-dimensional electrons

is mainly achieved by using electrostatic confinement technique as pure two di-

mensional is presumed not to exist due to the thermal instability of its crys-

talline lattice. Under such circumstances the discovery of graphene by Sir Andre

Geim and Sir Kostya Novoselov in Manchester University is extremely impor-

tant because graphene is the first two-dimensional material that can be obtained

experimentally.[1]

In this chapter, we will briefly review the studies and the findings on graphene

and its nanodevices, the fabrication technologies, the future challenges, and the

possible solution for application aspect.

1.1 General Properties of Graphene

Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms assembling in a form of two-dimensional

hexagon structure. These carbon atoms connect to each other through a sp2 hy-

brid C-C bonding with π-electron clouds. One unit cell of graphene consists of two

carbon atoms. These two atoms (A and B) have great symmetric that can be re-

vealed by calculating its band structure. The many interesting physical properties

1
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are stemmed from its unique ”Dirac cone” band structure, its conduction band

and valence band connects at K and K’ points (so called Dirac point) with a lin-

ear E-k distribution. So the carriers in graphene is regarded as ”massless” Dirac

fermion m∗ = ~(∂E2/k2)−1. This massless property and associated high Fermi

velocity endue graphene an extraordinarily high mobility up to 140,000 cm2/(Vs)

at room temperature.[3] Apart from this, new physics such as the angular depen-

dent Klein tunneling,[4, 5] half integer spin Hall effect,[6] the valley-spin states in

bilayer graphene[7–9] and the recent exciting superconductivity in twisted bilayer

graphene,[10] ignite scientific interests during the past 15 years. The discoveries

and studies of these phenomena encourage the development of novel electronic

devices with a new operation principle. Besides, graphene also has outstanding

mechanical properties. The Young’s modulus of graphene is ∼ 1000 Pa,[11] 10

times higher than that of silicon. On one hand, such a stiff material is suitable

for high frequency mechanical resonator and oscillator.[12, 13] On the other hand,

it can be used as a template for other materials or substrates to enhance their

optical properties, such as photo absorption.[14]

Figure 1.1: Lattice structure and the Brillouin zone of monolayer graphene.

To obtain graphene, several efficient methods have been demonstrated. First is

the mechanical exfoliation method. By using a scotch tape, one could mechani-

cally isolate layered graphene flakes from a bulk high oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG). These flakes can be then transferred to the prepared substrate. The

mechanical exfoliation fabricated graphene has single crystalline lattice, which is
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1.42 Å

Figure 1.2: Band structure and the zoom up of the ”K” point of monolayer
graphene. The figure is cited from Ref [2]

necessary for fundamental physics studies. However, it is hard to control the size,

or identify the layers of exfoliated grpahene flakes compared to other techniques

such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is also a common method to obtain large scale

graphene (1 × 1 cm2).[15] CVD is a form of epitaxy grow process. Using CVD,

graphene can be synthesized on the surface of Cu, Ni, In, Re, etc. Synthesized

grpahene sheet can be transferred to another substrate through a wet transfer

process. In the beginning, the inevitable grain boundary in CVD grown graphene

limits its properties and the applications. During the past ten years, many efforts

on CVD process have been paid to improve the quality of CVD grown graphene.

Besides, there are also many methods such as heating silicon carbide (SiC) a

temperature higher than 1100◦ C at a low pressures of ∼ 10−6torr.[16]

1.2 Ambipolar Transport in Graphene Field Ef-

fect Transistor

Through a general top-down nano-fabrication process, graphene sheet can be fab-

ricated into field effect transistor (FET). Owning to the Dirac cone band structure,

a graphene FET shows ambipolar as illustrated in fig 1.3. At a fixed source-drain

bias voltage (Vd = 0.001 V), current is measured with back gate voltage Vg sweep-

ing from -40 V to 40,V. At region −40 V< Vg < 7 V, where the Fermi energy is

within the graphene valence band, source-drain current decreased with positively
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increasing back gate voltage. At Vg = 7 V, where the carrier density and Id reach

their minimum. In such Id-Vg plotting, this point is known as ”charge neutrality

point (CNP)”, which is corresponding to the ”Dirac point”. With further increas-

ing back gate voltage, source-drain current increased again as the Fermi energy

is tunned up and enters the conduction band. In this FET, the position of CNP

is at the right side of zero back gate voltage, means without gate bias induced

promote doping, the main carrier in graphene is hole (p-doped). A number of

disorder sources such as substrate dangling bonds, oxygen adsorbents, fabrication

residue, etc., will cause this initial doping in graphene.[12–14]

Figure 1.3: The source-drain current (Id) as a function of back gate voltage
(Vg) transfer curve of a graphene FET obtained at room temperature. Top
insert is the optical photo of the FET. Scale bar is 10 µm. Three schematic
illustrate the position of Fermi energy (red color filled) at different gate voltage.

From the data, the field effect mobility µeff can be extracted according to the

equation[20]

µeff = gml/wCgVd (1.1)
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where l and w are the length and width of graphene FET, gm = dId/dVg is the

differential transconductance,Vd is the source-drain bias voltage, and Cg = wlεε0/t

is the gate capacitance with ε0 being the vacuum permittivity, ε = (1+4)/2 being

the relative permittivity (here we considering the silicon/silicon dioxide substrate

screening)and t = 285 nm being the thickness of silicon dioxide layer. Besides,

from the shift of the CNP, one can estimate how much the graphene is doped by

its environment through equation:

n = Cg(VCNP − Vg)/e (1.2)

where n is the gate dependent carrier density, VCNP is the position of CNP in

Id − Vg transfer curve, e is the electron charge.

In addition, the mobility and carrier density can be also extract by fitting the

ambipolar curve to equation [21]

Rtotal = Rc +
l

w

1

µeffn(Vg − VCNP)
(1.3)

where n is the gate dependent carrier density, Rc is the contact resistance, Rtotal =
Vd

Id
is the total resistance.

In graphene, such initial doping will decrease the carrier mobility. Many consid-

erable doping sources such as fabrication residues, substrate roughness, dangling

bonds, gas molecule adsorption, etc. These doping sources will induce charge

transfer phenomena at different locations of graphene. As a result, the Fermi en-

ergy of the whole graphene is twisted and charge puddles are formed, which is

also the reason why the carrier density does not vanish at VCNP . This has been

investigated by using STM, customized AFM mapping.[12–14]

To improve the device properties, several efficient approaches such as current

annealing, thermal annealing, suspension of graphene channel and the most pop-

ular encapsulation with hexagon boron nitride (h-BN) have been demonstrated.

Even though, the doping are difficult to remove completely.[13]
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1.3 Energy Gap Opening and Carrier Confine-

ment in Graphene Nanoribbon

Although there are great great scientific motivations to graphene application, it is

still limited by several problems. One, also the biggest problem was the lacking of

band gap. But, soon after we found an energy gap can be opened by patterning

graphene into a graphene nanoribbon (GNR).[22] Importantly, the scale of the

energy gap in GNR strongly depends on their widths. So this simple GNR is

regarded as a building block for other complex devices (i.e., quantum dot,[1–

7, 10] resonant diode [31, 32] and tunneling FET)[33]. Although, the definition of

this energy gap differs from the ”band gap” in other semiconductor materials. It

comes from the lateral confinement when the width of GNR approaches the scale

of a few tens of nanometer. In additional, in experiment the line edge roughness

and uncontrollable initial doping make the energy gap disordered. Because of that,

we usually call this energy gap ”transport gap”.[16–18]

Figure 1.4: Illustration of Dirac particle confinement in graphene nanoribbon.

Now we discuss the size confinement induced energy gap in GNR. Assuming we

have a GNR with a width w and a length l. From the basic of quantum mechanics,

we know when the w is approaching to very small scale, i.e., less than 50 nm,

the wave function of electrons are strongly confined in this direction resulting in

quantized electronic states spectrum as illustrated in Fig1.4. The band gap of

GNR can be briefly expressed as[22]
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E = ±~νF

√
k2

x + (π/nw)2 (1.4)

where ~ is the Plank constant, νF is the Fermi velocity, kx and ky = π/nw are

the momentum vectors along ”x” and ”y” directions respectively. So we obtain

an energy gap arises between the valence band maximum and conduction band

bottom as illustrated in Fig 1.5. Accordingly, the relationship between energy gap

Egap and GNR width can be simplified as:

Egap ∼ ~νF∆k ∼ ~νF/w (1.5)

Figure 1.5: Illustration of energy gap opening in graphene nanoribbon.

Figure 1.6: The width dependent energy gap in graphene nanoribbon. The
figure is cited from Ref [22]
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Such width dependent energy gap behaviour has been observed by Han et al.

in 2007.[22] Using e-beam lithography patterning technique they successfully pat-

terned GNRs with a serious dimensions varied from 100 nm to 14 nm (see fig-

ure1.6).[22] Later this dependence has been confirmed by other reports.[18, 39] In

principle, such size dependent energy gap opening behaviour enables nanodevice

band structure engineering, e.g., a graphene quantum dot (QD) or single electron

transistor (SET). But the e-beam lithography patterning technique has a limita-

tion on the line edge roughness in a scale of a few nanometer, which results in

a disordered band structure. This is another disorder source apart from the ini-

tial doping sources, which will significantly change the properties of GNR’s edge

states, leading to weak localization and Coulomb blockade effects.[16–18, 39] For

the sake of a better discussion, we will first explain the Coulomb blockade in QD

and SET systems and then come back to that in a GNR.

1.4 Coulomb Blockade in Single Electron Tran-

sistors

Single electron transistor (SET) is a device that allows small amount of electrons

transport through the semiconductor channel.[30, 41] It has a similar structure

to FET. The main difference is the charge and electronic states of carriers in the

SET are quantized. Figure1.7 illustrates the energy diagram of a SET. It consists

of a quantized conductive island in the center (when this island is small enough,

the electronic states of one charge become discrete. At the moment, it is called

a quantum dot), two relatively smaller tunnel junctions and two metallic leads

sitting at each sides of the center island. The island is known as charging island.

The quantized charge states can be occupied by one electron (if we consider the

spin degeneracy, then two electrons with up and down spins).

When we apply a voltage Vsd at the metallic leads, a bias window VL − VR =

−|e|Vsd is created. Phenomenologyly, assuming one electron currently sits at the

deeper state and it does not have enough energy to access the bias window to

tunnel out through the barrier, this electron is confined in the charging island. This

electron will repel the other incoming electrons because of the Coulomb force. As

a result, the next charge states is lifted by a separation of ∆Ec, known as charging

energy. To make the current flow, one can either increase the bias voltage so
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of single electron transistor. (a) The structure can be
used to geometrically define single electron transistor. (b) the energy diagram

of a single electron transistor

the incoming electrons have enough energy to access the higher charge states, or

tune the charge states through a gate electrode. When a solo state is tunned

to the center of the bias window, the electron can elastically tunnel through the

tunnel barrier and the tunneling rate of this electron Γ reaches its maximum. This

phenomena is called Coulomb blockade.[41]

The equivalent circuit of an SET is illustrated in Fig1.8. The total capacitance

CΣ of the SET is the sum of the gate capacitance Cg and the tunnel junctions

capacitance CL and CR:

CΣ = Cg + CL + CR (1.6)
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Figure 1.8: The equivalent circuit of SET

If the Coulomb interaction energy between electrons on the island dominates

the energy scales, the charging energy is the dominate energy scale. For the sake

of the description, we assume the disc like charging island is carrying N electrons.

The electrostatic energy of the charging island is then:

Eelstat(N) =
e2N2

2CΣ

(1.7)

When we want to add another more electron to the island, the necessary charging

energy becomes:

Ec(N + 1) = Eelstat(N + 1)− Eelstat(N) =
e2

CΣ

(N + 1/2) ≈ e2

CΣ

N (1.8)

The difference of the charging energy is then:

∆Ec = Ec(N + 1)− Ec(N) =
e2

CΣ

(1.9)

Now we move to the transport characteristic of SET. A schematic representation

of a SET system is shown in Fig1.9 for a better discussion. At low temperature,

the electronic levels in the source and drain contacts are filled from the conduction

band bottom to the chemical potential µS and µD. The positions of charge states

µN can be shifted by applying a plunger gate voltage. When µS > µN(Vpg) > µD,

a finite source-drain current can flow. Increasing the plunger gate voltage, the

current keeps flowing until µD = µN(Vpg + ∆Vpg) = µN(Vpg) − |e|αpg∆Vpg, where

it drops to zero because the Nth electron level is lifted outside of the bias window

−|e|Vsd. From the above equation, we obtain e|∆Vpg| = e|Vsd|
αpg

, implies the plunger
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of electron transport in SET with a finite bias applied
at its source drain electrode. (a) Current flow region that µS > µN(Vpg) > µD.
(b) The situation µD = µN(Vpg + ∆Vpg) for current onset. (c) The situation

µD > µN(Vpg + ∆Vpg), µS < µN+1(Vpg + ∆Vpg), the blockade region.

gate contribution on the chemical potential tunning, where αpg is the plunger gate

lever arm. This can be reflected in the current measurement as shown in Fig 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Transport characteristic in a SET. (a) Source-drain current Isd

as a function of bias voltage Vsd with a Vpg set at current peak position (on
resonance, dashed line) and current valley (off resonance, solid line). (b) Isd as
a function of plunger gate voltage Vpg at a finite bias voltage |eV sd| < e2/CΣ

To observe the Coulomb blockade, there are several considerations need to be

satisfied. First, the tunneling resistance Rt of the SET should be significantly

larger than the resistance quantum h/e2, means that the tunneling coupling of
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the SET is weak so the charge states are quantized. Second consideration is the

temperature. It should be smaller than the charging energy, i.e., kBT � e2

CΣ
. The

third consideration is the electric measurement. In the measurement, the scale

of bias window −|Vsd| should be smaller than the charging energy |∆Ec|. Figure

1.10 (a) plots the SET source-drain current as a function of Vsd. The edges of

non-linear Isd − Vsd Coulomb blockade gap corresponding to the charging energy

∆Ec = e2

CΣ
= −eVsd. Sweeping the plunger gate voltage at a fixed bias voltage

|eVsd| < e2/CΣ, one can observe resonant peak features as shown in Fig 1.10

(b), corresponding to Fig 1.9. The at the current peaks, electrons from source

contact elastically tunnel through the barriers when one charge state is sitting

in the center of bias window. Sweeping the gate voltage will shift this state,

therefore current drops. When the initial state is moved outside from the bias

widow, the conductance is forbidden. The number of electrons confined on the

island is fixed. Current can not flow until a new charge state access the bias

window. This oscillation peak feature is called Coulomb oscillation, which implies

the single electron transport behaviour in the SET.

Figure 1.11: Stability diagram and Coulomb diamonds in SET

When we plot the source-drain current as a function of both bias voltage and

plunger gate voltage, so called stability diagram, we will observe diamond patterns

that represent the Coulomb blockade gap and Coulomb oscillation (Fig 1.11).

Inside the diamond, current flow is forbidden. From the geometry of the diamond,

we can obtain the maximum Coulomb gap and the plunger gate voltage gap. The
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scale of two gaps can be used to calculate the charging energy, and the total

capacitance of the charging island. The diamond edges denote the situation µN =

µD and µN = µS, from the space of the diamond, we can obtain the plunger gate

lever arm αpg. This diamond patterns are called Coulomb diamonds, which are

the finger prints of single electron transport through SET.

1.5 Disorder Induced Coulomb Blockade in Graphene

Nanoribbons

After the description of Coulomb blockade in SET, now we move back to the

electric transport in graphene nanoribbons. As we introduced briefly, energy gap

opening is observed and characterized experimentally by Han et al in 2007 first.[22]

Apart from the energy gap, they also measured resonant current peaks in the GNRs

at low temperature. In the stability diagram plotting some GNRs shows SET and

quantum dot behaviours, i.e., Coulomb diamond characteristic. Soon after that,

Ponomarenko et al observed stochastic Coulomb blockade, i.e., overlapped, not

uniform diamond patterns, in a graphene SET quantum dot, suggesting the exis-

tence of a number of smaller dots in the device, possibly caused by the roughness

at their quantum dot strips edges. This concept has been confirmed by theoret-

ically calculating the carrier density of states in a GNR with rough edges (Fig

1.12).[40]

Stampfer et al reported an experimental study focusing on the Coulomb dia-

mond behaviour in geometrically defined SET and nanoribbon, which confirmed

even a nanoribbon can exhibit SET-like behaviour in 2009.[16] According to their

observation, they proposed a concept of a high order disorder in the nanoribbon

energy gap that stemmed from both edge roughness and GNR surrounding en-

vironment doping.[12–14] This strongly disordered energy gap is defined as the

transportgap.

In our experiments, similar behaviour was observed. Here we introduce the

transfer curve of a GNR measured at a temperature of 5 K (Fig1.13). The width

of GNR is 20 nm and the length is 100 nm. Compared to the ambipolar transfer

curve shown in Fig 1.3, we observe a low conductance region from 0 V < Vg <

23 V, where close to the CNP position. This region is the transportgap. Within

the transport gap, resonant peaks are read.
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Figure 1.12: Theoretical calculation of the density of states (DOS) in a GNR
with rough edge. (a) Representation of the disordered graphene nanoribbon
used for DOS calculation. (b) Calculated DOS in a GNR with and without
(perfect armchair edge) edge roughness. The ribbon width is 6 nm, length is

40 nm. These figures are cited from Ref [40]

Focus on the transport gap region, we observed strongly disordered Coulomb

diamond-like patterns, which is the signature of multiple islands SET. Moreover,

the size of diamonds varies, indicating the size and the number of charging islands

varies since the charging energy ∆Ec inversely proportional to the size of the

charging island r.

To provide a visible view for the transport gap, a simple illustration of the

disordered transport gap is presented in Fig 1.15. Due to the line edge roughness,

the energy gap stemmed from GNR widths varies. Apart from that, the local

doping sources caused potential inhomogeneity GNR surrounding doping makes

the disorder even stronger. Under this circumstance, electrons can be localized in

GNR as long as the Fermi energy EF lies in two tunable energy gaps (Fig 1.15 (a)).

If the ”potential valley” is small enough to form quantized charge states, single

dot-like behaviour can be expected. Sweeping the universal back gate voltage, the

Fermi energy may access another ”potential valley” leading to multiple localization

states formation, until the Fermi energy completely fill this two valleys, these

localized states, or dots start to overlap, merge and finally become a larger dot.
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Figure 1.13: Transfer curve of a graphene nanoribbon obtained at low tem-
perature (5 K). The red dashed lines are eye guides of the transport gap edges.

The ribbon width is 20 nm, length is 100 nm.

1.6 Overview of This Work

A single quantum dot (QD) graphene SET enables the observation and studies of

single Dirac fermions transport. It is of interest in the field of foundamental physics

studies such as Coulomb blockade, excieted states, electron-phonon interaction,

Figure 1.14: Stability diagram of the GNR shown in Fig 1.13. Heavily merged
Coulomb diamonds with unclear edges are observed, indicating the existence of

a number of small islands/quantum dots
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Figure 1.15: Schematic illustration of small localization states formation and
evolution in a transport gap opened GNR.

etc. In the appliction aspect, it can be used as ultra-high sensitive electron meter

and sensor. Recently, the discovery of ”valley-spin” states in bilayer grapehne SET

encourages the applications in the valley degeneracy based electronics.[9]

Since a GNR can exhibit single dot-like SET behaviour, a concept of developing

GNR to SET emerges. For these purpose, efforts have been paid to investigate

i) carrier transport in GNR, ii) the dominate localization mechanism (week lo-

calization or Coulomb blockade effect), iii) size dependent of the single dot-like

SET properties. Oostinga et al arguid the dominate localization mechanism is
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the Coulomb blockade gap rather than the weak localization by comparing the

Coulomb diamond patterns with and without a perpendicular magnet field.[36]

Terrés et al compared the SET-like behaviour in GNRs with different widths and

lengths.[18] In the experiments, it is found that Coulomb blockade gap depends

on the GNR widths rather than GNR lengths, but it doesn’t mean that length is

not important for SET behaviour. This is not only because of the doping inho-

mogeneity effects gain with length, but also the electron transport length in such

GNR is limited by its Coulomb gap and its width.[31, 43]

In general, it is difficult to control all the parameters at the same time, espe-

cial the roughness at GNR edges due to the limitation of current nanopatterning

technology. On the other hand, the controlling over the potential inhomogeneity

seems to be easier. The common concept is first to obtain a clean graphene bulk

sheet, then use a local side/top gate to tune the tunnel coupling, i.e. the position

of the transport gap of the GNR to construct SET band structure, the so called

electrostatic or gate defined GNR SET. This method is an efficient approach to

realize quantum dot and SET in graphene. But, we need room to place these

plunger gates, that makes the whole SET system larger.

Here we reconsidered the concept of electrostatic defined SET. One plunger gate

is necessary to tune the chemical potential of charge states. We only need to see

a few clear states for single carrier tunneling operation, but the number of the

carriers on the island should be small, i. e., N = 0, 1, 2. If the band structure of

the SET satisfy this situation, we then don’t need extra gates to change the tunnel

barriers, so the whole device could be more compact.

The electrostatic gating is initially a local promote doping approach that can

shift the Fermi energy of the local semiconductor channel. In another word, it

brings inhomogeneity to the device in a controllable manner. If we can induce

initial doping to GNR in a controllable mater, single dot SET band structure can

be expected. However, this concept has not been reported before us.

In my study, I focused on dopingcontrolingraphenenanoribbon in terms of i)

doping level control, ii) spatial doping control through different approach. In

chapter two, I will introduce the device fabrication process and characterization

set up including the materials, instruments we used. In chapter three, four and

five, individual doping control technique are presented. Lastly, a summary and

future prospect of my work are presented in chapter six.
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Chapter 2

Device Fabrication and

Characterization

As we briefly introduced, graphene nanoribbon has been demonstrated as a ef-

ficient way for transport gap opening due to the lateral confinement. The scale

of this transport gap strongly depend on the nanoribbon width rather than its

length. So far, graphene nanoribbons have been fabricated through both bottom-

up and top-down approaches. They have their merits and their demerits, i.e.,

bottom-up grown GNRs have perfect zigzag edge with atomic scale geometries.

However, these GNRs suffers from the low yelting rate and the Schottky barrier

at graphene-contact interface. In comparison, the contact properties in top-down

fabricated GNRs are much better and can be improved further using a edge con-

tact technique. However, the edge structure of top-down patterned GNRs are

hard to control because of the line edge roughness of a few nanometer along the

etching mask. It is clear that both approaches need more efforts to reduce their

demerits. In our work, we only focus on top-down fabricated GNRs and their

transport properties.

In this chapter, we will first introduce the fabrication process of top-down

graphene nanodevices and then the keys to obtain i.e., nanoribbon patterning.
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2.1 Conventional Fabrication Process of Graphene

Field Effect Transistor

To provide an overall view of the device fabrication of graphene FET, we first

introduce a simple fabrication process. Our device fabrication start with the ex-

foliation of graphene from kish graphite and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG) using a popular scotch tape. After roughly ten times of exfoliation, we

past the scotch tape on a highly doped silicon substrate with ∼290nm-thick ther-

mally grown silicon dioxide to transfer graphene. After the transfer, the sample

is then put into acetone to clean the glue. The number of layers of graphen is

characterized by the identifying their optical contrast on SiO 2/Si substrate and

by fitting the 2-D peak of graphene Raman spectra.[1]

Figure 2.1: Graphene flakes on silicon dioxide substrate obtained by using me-
chanical exfoliation technique (a) and Raman spectra in the monolayer graphene

shown in (a). The insert is zoom up of the 2-D band fitting

After the identification of monolayer or bilayer graphene, we then start to at-

tach metallic contact on them. PMMA(A4)/MMA bilayer resist is spun on the

substrate with a speed of 4000/2000 rmp. The designed pattern is wrote using a

e-beam lithography technique. The used e-beam lithography system is ELS-7500

model of Elionix Inc, which has an acceleration voltage up to 50 kV. The standard

e-beam dose for PMMA/MMA resist exposure varies from 210 µC/cm2 After the

development in 1:1 MIBK:IPA for 51 seconds and rinsing in IPA for another 30s,

the exposed resist is removed so the designed pattern becomes clearly visible. The

sample then is transferred to a e-beam evaporator for metal deposition. At a pres-

sure of 10−5 Pa, 5 nm Cr with 75 nm Au on top were deposited on the substrate.

After a lift-off procedure in acetone, the metal attached to graphene forms metallic

contact while the other parts on the top of PMMA/MMA resist are removed.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the fabrication process of a graphene
field effect transistor.

Lastly, graphene is patterned via another EBL procedure. Thereafter, a gentle

oxgen plasma etching is preformed to etch out graphene, so the shape of the mask

is transferred to graphene. In addition, patterning is strongly recommended after

the deposition of contact metal to reduce the possibility of the Schottky barrier

formation.

2.2 Optimizing Fabrication Process for Graphene

Nanodevices

Importantly, the resist resolution directly limits the patterned GNR width. Nor-

mally, A4 PMMA has a reasonable resolution with our 50 kV acceleration EBL

system down to 80nm. Smaller than 80 nm design, PMMA no longer works as

a good resist and the device mostly die during the etching process. The reason

is the proximity effect as illustrated in Fig 2.3, i.e., the phenomenon that the

exposure dose distribution, and hence the developed pattern, is wider than the

scanned pattern, due to the interactions of the primary beam electrons with the

resist and substrate. These cause the resist outside the scanned pattern to receive
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a non-zero dose. So, the two edges of the small exposed pattern is not as resistive

to plasma etching as bigger ones. The following plasma etching will etches away

both the patterned resist mask as well as the graphene underneath.

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the e-beam proximity effect

To open a sufficient transport gap, the nanoribbon width has to be narrower

than 40 nm. Such a high resolution could be achieved by 1) increasing the e-beam

acceleration voltage which reduces the proximity effect, or 2) using other higher

resolution resist. As the highest acceleration voltage in our system is 50 kV, I

focused on the second approach. I have tested several kinds of resists to pattern

small GNRs. Going through all these experience, here I would like to introduce

three good resist for patterning small patterns, they are ARP 6200 positive resist,

AR-N 7520 new negative resist, and hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist.

2.2.1 Dose Tests for Hydrogen Silsesquioxane

We first introduce the negative e-beam resist hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, XR-

1541-002, Dow Corning), which has a fine resolution down to ∼20 nm. Its molec-

ular structure is shown in Fig 2.4. When we apply e-beam to HSQ, its molecules

crosslink, leading to the formation of amophaous silicon dioxide. Usually, the
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companies will offer a very detailed recipe for users, which is generally good as

reference. However, even small changes in instruments, e.g., EBL work space, the

acceleration voltage, etc., can cause huge effects on the finally results. Therefore,

when we start to use a new resist, it is necessary to do a serious process test on the

fabrication parameters such as patterning mode (spot, line or area), beam spot

pitch, e-beam dose and development time.

Figure 2.4: Molecular structure of hydrogen silsesquioxane

Electron beam dose has a definition of the total electrons that applied to the

area, which can be described by equation:

Dose =
I × T
A

(2.1)

where I is the e-beam current, T is the writing time, A is the area. For example,

when we use parameters as I = 1000 pA, T = 0.21 µS, to write patterns with a

pitch of 10× 10nm2, the applied dose is 210 µC/cm2. To change the e-beam dose,

one can either change the e-beam emission current, or the exposure time of each

spot. In general, 400 ∼ 900 µC/cm2 can be used to pattern > 100 nm structures.

However, the suitable dose for 20 nm ∼ 40 nm differs from the value that can be

used for > 100 nm structures. So, we have to finer the area dose for each resist

in our 50 kV EBL system. We tried to use different doses to pattern similar

rectangles with widths varied from 5 to 50 nm with step of 2.5 nm, a same value

to the spot pitch of the EBL system. We used two types of writing procedure,

as represented in Fig2.5 Figure 2.6 displays the final results of the HSQ dose test

that characterised by SEM imaging.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of line (up) and area (bottom) exposure schemes. The
dots represent the spots that e-beam actually irradiates.

The line exposure is a e-beam writing scheme that only expose the two edges of

the structure. Thanks to the proximity effect, the area between the edges will be

also exposed. Using the line exposure scheme (group (a)), we could not obtain a

proper line mask until we increased dose to 1800 µC/cm2. The best resolution of

w =∼ 12 nm is finally obtained. It might be larger than the designed structure

w = 5 nm, but we are satisfy with it for our GNR devices. In addition, further

increasing the dose simply over exposes the structure, leading to a much wider

ribbon.

In comparison, area exposure is a scheme that letting the e-beam expose the

entire structure. Using this scheme, we can only obtain a resolution of ∼ 30 nm at

a dose of 1200 µC/cm2. Smaller structures can not be obtained using this scheme.

2.2.2 Dose Tests for AR-N 7520 new

AR-N 7520 new resist is a new negative resist of Allresist GmbH. This product is

sensitive to e-beam and UV. A resolution compared to HSQ is expected. Unfortu-

nately, The molecular structure of this resist is not open to public, we only know

it is a kind of novolac, organic corsslinking agent.

Similarly, the dose test of AR-N 7520 new is performed through area exposure

and line exposure schemes, and finally characterized via SEM and AFM imaging.

For the area dose test, dose varied from 30 µC/cm2 to 250 µC/cm2 were used. In

our system, we found the suitable dose is in a range from 60 µC/cm2 to 120 µC/cm2.
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Figure 2.6: SEM images of two HSQ patterns exposed with different doses.
(a) The design of the patterns is 5 nm-wide, 100 nm-long. (b) The design of the

patterns is 30 nm-wide, 100 nm-long. The dot pitch setting is 2.5 nm

The best resolution using area exposure is 100 nm, far away from the expected

resolution.

Figure 2.7: SEM images of AR-N 7520 new resist patterned structures. The
red arrow highlights the best resolution ∼45 nm ribbon structure.

For line exposure, the dose is varied from 120 µC/cm2 to 1500 µC/cm2 under a

1.25 nm dot pitch. The space between each lines are varied from 5 nm to 100 nm.

After several dose test, we finally confirmed the best resolution is 45 nm under
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a line exposure condition of 1000 µC/cm2 with a line pitch of 10 nm. The SEM

image is shown in Fig 2.7. it is reasonably good, but still not comparable to HSQ.

Figure 2.8: AFM characterization of the impacts of AR 300-76 remover on
AR-N 7520 new structures. (a) AFM image of AR-N 7520 new resist pattern
exposed with a dose of 120 µC/cm2 and (b), exposed with 60 µC/cm2. (c) AFM
images of (a) and (b) after keeping the substrate in AR 300-76 remover for 90

mins.

To finer the resolution, I considered the utilization of the AR-300-76 Remover.

As we know, the level of negative resist molecule cross-link depends on the e-

beam dose. Line exposed structures usually have a very higher level of cross-link

in their centre compared to edges because of the extremely large dose. While

the removal can only removes the low dose exposed patterns as we see in Fig

2.8 and 2.9. In addition, since the AR-N 7520 new resist is a kind of organic

crosslinking agent, plasma etching and H2/Ar thermal annealing should be able to

the low-level crosslinked parts, i.e. pattern edges, as well. Indeed, after a oxygen

plasma etching at a pressure of 2.6 pa, 30 W RF power, we see the drastic change
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Figure 2.9: Height distribution of the line profiles in 2.8. (a) 120 µC/cm2 and
(b) 60 µC/cm2e-beam dose exposed patterns before removal. (c) and (d) are the

height distribution line profile of (a) and (b) after removal

Figure 2.10: SEM image of line exposure patterned AR-N structures
(1500 µC/cm2) after (a) chemical removal, then (b) after gental oxygen plasma

etching, and (c) after thermal annealing at 300◦C in 1:9 H2/Ar three hours.

at the patterned structures edge as shown in Fig 2.10 (a) to (b). The widths

of each pattern reduced by ∼ 7 nm at both sides after plasma etching. After

thermal annealing, the patterns become even smaller minimum down to ∼ 20 nm.

However, after above etching and annealing, we see the pattern edges becomes

rougher than before. This is because the exposure lines are not perfectively align

during the writing procedure, which is regarded as a system disorder in a scale

of a few nanometer. With the improvement of system engineering, this limitation
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can be overcame in the near future.

2.2.3 Dose Test for AR-P 6200

Unlike the previous two resist, the AR-P 6200 resist is a high resolution positive

resist. In my work, this resist is mainly used for the fabrication of side gate

electrodes (see chapter 5). I did a serious does test on i) pattern width (∼ 60 nm)

and ii) adjacent patterns space (∼ 50nm) using AR-P 6200.09 resist. After the

patterning, I evaporated 50 nm Au with 5 nm Cr underneath to the sample followed

by a lift-off so we can directly characterize the patterned ”electrodes”.

Figure 2.11: SEM images of a serious of metal fingers fabricated using AR-
P 6200.06 resist with different e-beam exposure dose, (a) 120 µC/cm2, (b)

190 µC/cm2 and (c) 30 µC/cm2

For this resist, I only checked the area dose. The recommended dose is 65 µC/cm2

using a Raith Pioneer 30 kV EBL system with a e-beam spot pitch of 1.27 nm. In

our system, we have an accelerate voltage of 50 kV and a spot pith of 1.25 nm.

However, the suitable dose in our system is found to be 90 µC/cm2 to 110 µC/cm2.
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Figure 2.12: SEM images of metal structures with different spaces between
each other. (a) and (b)

The recommended dose seems to be too low for 50 nm metal finger structures.

Figure 2.11 is the SEM image of metal fingers fabricated using AR-P 6200.09 re-

sist. Initially, we varied the dose from 40 µC/cm2 to 250 µC/cm2. For the sake of

discussion, I only show three of them. Using a dose of 100 µC/cm2, centre nanofin-

gers are properly fabricated, Reducing the dose to 80 µC/cm2, centre nanofingers

can be fabricated, but they are thinner than the designed geometry, also the edges

become rougher, suggesting the applied dose is not efficient to properly expose the

structures. Further reduces the dose to 60 µC/cm2, we can not see any structures

after metal evaporation and lift-off.

After the dose determination, we move to investigate the minimum space in

between the metal structures. If the designed two structures are too close, or the

dose is too high, the real structure may connect due to the proximity effect. For

this, we fabricated another serious of metal patterns with varied spaces between

two adjacent patterns using the determined exposure dose. The spaces between

two metal structures are from 20nm to 50 nm. The results are shown in Fig 2.12.

We see the fabricated structures will connect to each other until we increased the
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of metal surface fabricated using (a) 2.5 nm and (b)
1.25/,nm dot pitch. (c) and (d) are the zoom up of (a) and (b).

space between adjacent between structures to > 40/,nm in design, which fits our

requirement well.

In addition, we also found the e-beam dot pitch also has an impact on the

structures. We present a comparison of metal fingers wrote with the same dose

but different e-beam dot pitches, i.e., 2.5 nm and 1.27 nm, respectively in Fig 2.13

We noted is a bigger e-beam dot pitch leads to a rougher metal surface even the

same dose.

2.3 Measurement Setup

Electrical characterization is carried out in a customized high vacuum prober sta-

tion. This chamber has in total six arms, four arms for conventional voltage/cur-

rent source and another two for RF probes. A Agilent B 1500 semiconductor

analyser is used to sweep the voltages and current measurement. The sample

stage is placed on the top of a dry helium cooling line. A heater is embedded

under the sample state and connected to a Cryo-con model 22C temperature con-

troller. With this set up, we can control the stage temperature from 5 K to 300

K. The whole measurement system is shown in Fig 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: (a) Illustration of the measurement set up. (b) Customized high
vacuum prober station and (c) Agilent B 1500 semiconductor analyser used for

electrical characterization.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced dose test experiments of three different high resolu-

tion e-beam resist. We see even the e-beam dose only can cause a huge difference

on the final structures. These results are significant for the later fine GNR fabrica-

tion. Moreover, the experience on e-beam lithography patterning also contributes

to the main topic, doping control as e-beam can be used to generate doping atoms

from HSQ to graphene, which will be introduced in detail in chapter four.
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Chapter 3

Doping Control in HSQ capped

Graphene Nanoribbon

In chapter one, we briefly introduced the impacts of inhomogeneity doping and

edge roughness induced transportgap in graphene nanoribbons. To realize energy

band structure control in GNRs, we proposed a doping control strategy. First

parts of this work is the experiments on the doping level control.

In this chapter, we will discuss the doping in graphene phenomenologically. First

is the mechanism of different types of doping. Then we demonstrate a new method

to dope GNR after device fabrication with visible controllability, i.e., current an-

nealing. The method allow us to aggressively tune the Fermi energy to high carrier

density region, e.g., the sub-band of bilayer GNR. In addition, the observation of

localization states and the electrical tuning is included in the last.

3.1 Impact of Doping on Graphene FET Am-

bipolar Characteristics

Doping is a efficient approach in terms of band structure engineering from material

aspects. Doping in graphene can be achieved by direct synthesis or a number

of post treatments such as dip coating dopant containing solutions,[1] thermal

annealing in a dopant ions irradiation fluence,[2] plasma treatment with special

gases,[3] and electrostatic doping.
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Figure 3.1: Impact of doping on (a) Fermi energy shift and (b) Isd-Vg am-
bipolar characteristic

In general, the dip coating method is surface charge transfer doping method, i.

e., electron from graphene to dopant (p-type doping), or oppositely from dopant to

graphene (n-type doping).[4] The chemical composite of graphene will not changed

by this method. The doping effect on graphene is illustrated in Fig 3.1. When the

device is n-type doped, the Fermi energy is shifted towards the conduction band

thus the CNP in Isd-Vg transfer curve measurement shifts negative Vg compared

to pristine graphene. In the case of p-type doped, the Fermi energy is pushed to

the valence band, resulting in a positive shift of CNP.

Apart from the electrical signature, charge transfer doping also causes a blue

shift of the G band in its Raman spectra. Compared to that, plasma treatment

induced doping usually cause a spliting of G band apart from the bule shift. This

is becuase charge trasfer doping method won’t introduce point defect, while the

plasma treatment does, resulting strong defect D-peak in Raman spectra.[5] This
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technique provides an experimental approaches to identify the charge transfer

doping from other doping mechanism. Because the charge transfer doping doesn’t

change the lattice structure of graphene, the atomic bonds remains sp2 after dop-

ing.

3.2 Control of Doping form HSQ to Graphene

3.2.1 Mechanism of Doping from HSQ to graphene

Initially, the e-beam resists will cause a certain type charge transfer doping to

graphene. For example, PMMA usually cause p-type doping. This is determined

by the chemical composite of the resist. In comparison, HSQ may cause both

n and p-types. According to Brenner etal, this is because of the mismatch of

Si-O and Si-H bond strength (8.95 eV for Si-O and 4.08 eV for Si-H).[8, 29] The

cross-linking of HSQ molecule occurs when it is exposed to e.g., high temperature

annealing, e-beam irradiation, plasma, etc. When these energies relatively weak,

the cross-link of HSQ molecule is in a low order, i.e., Si-H bonds are readily break

providing hydrogen to graphene while Si-O bonds maintains, unless we increased

the energy power, or wait sufficiently long. Importantly, it has been demonstrated

that hydrogen adsorption leads to n-type doing in graphene while water (H2O) and

oxygen lead to p-type doping. In another word, doping types and level control can

be expected using HSQ by cleaving its molecule bonds.

3.2.2 Generating Doping from HSQ via Current Annealing

Now we introuduce our new strategy to dope graphene, i.e.. current annealing. By

applying a massive current to graphene, Joule heat will be generated.[6] To roughly

estimate the current annealing effect in intrinsic graphene, we alspo proformed

finite simulation using COMSOL Mupliphysics. Figure 3.2 is the finite element

simulation results of current annealing induced Joule heat in suspended graphene

nanoribbon. When a current density of 1× 108 A/cm2 is applied, the temperature

of the centre part of the suspended GNR is as high as> 1000◦C. Experimentally,

Moser etal reported that the generated Joule heat in graphene on silicon dioxide

substrated is > 600 ◦C.[6] According to another experimental on the chemical
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Figure 3.2: Finite simulation result of current annealing. The applied current
density is 1×108 A/cm2

component change in HSQ, Si-O bonds will be readily broken at such a high

temperature.[29].

After the simulation, we then confirmed this hyposisy experimentally. A graphene

FET device is fabricated as introduced in chapter 1 without patterning. Then

HSQ is span on the graphene and patterned into a rectangle using e-beam expo-

sure lithography as the optical image shown in Fig 3.2. In addition, the dose used

in HSQ patterning is 1200 µC/cm2 which normally results in week p-type doping in

graphene (in chapter 4 we will discuss the e-beam dose dependent doping control

in detail). Thereafter, current annealing is carried out in the high vacuum probe

station. A bias voltage is applied to the electrode pads and slowly ramped up to

8 V without any back side voltage gating. This source-drain current was recorded

and plotted in Fig 3.4 (a). Current barely changed at the beginning. After one

hour, we see current drops with time to a certain value at T = 2 hours. In the next

two hours, the current fluctuates without significant changes. Until T > 4 hours,

current increased again. The overall current change is only 5%, but it has a signif-

icant effect on graphene doping as the ambipolar characteristic shown in Fig 3.4

(b).

At the beginning, the ambipolar is observed and a CNP was found at Vg = 10 V

(black line), the initial doping is p-type. After roughly one hour, CNP start to

shift from positive gate voltage region to negative region, indicating the doping

in graphene transformed from p-type to n-type. Further annealing didn’t shift

the CNP more negatively, instead, it shifts the CNP backward to the positive Vg

region. Finally, the CNP is found at Vg = 13 V.
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Figure 3.3: The graphene FET used for current annealing experiment (a)
before and (b) after HSQ coating. The scale bar is 10mum

Figure 3.4: Current annealing results of the HSQ capped graphene FET shown
in 3.3. (a) Recorded current change at a fixed bias voltage. During the process,
ambipolar characteristic is measured as the color lines denoted. (b) The evolu-
tion of ambipolar during current annealing process. Dashed line highlights the

pattern of CNP shift.

Going through above experiment observation, we clearly see the doping in graphene

changed from p to n, and then reversely from n to p. This behaviour can be ex-

plained as following. When the current annealing started, the Joule heat readily

cleaves the Si-H bonds. Generated hydrogen atoms leads to reduced p-type doping

and increased n-type doping nature. After a certain time, Si-H bonds are almost

completely cleaved, then Si-O start to break, generates oxygen to graphene leading

to the increase of p-type doping.[8, 29]
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Figure 3.5: Raman spectra of the graphene FET shown in Fig 3.3 (b). (a)
Before current annealing. (b) After current annealing.

During the experiment, we considered the possible chemical reaction between

graphene and dopant atoms that may lead to the formation of C-H and C-O

bonds. This can be confirmed by characterizing the D and D’ band in doped

graphene Ramam spectra that stemmed from lattice defects. Figure 3.5 is the

Raman spectra before and after current annealing doping. Only a blue shift of

G band from 1577 cm−1 to 1585 cm−1 is noted without the appearance of D or

D’ band, indicates the lattice structure of graphen underneath is not changed

significantly. According to the Raman measurement results, we believe charge

transfer doping is most likely to happen in the case of our current annealing

doping technique.

3.3 Utilization of HSQ Doping in Fermi Energy

Tuning

This method can be utilized to tune the Fermi energy in a bilayer graphene

nanoribbon after fabrication. In comparison to monolayer graphene, bilayer graphene

is of interest due to its unique band-related properties, e.g. parabolic band
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structure,[18, 19] electric-field induced band gap,[20] multiple sub-bands trans-

port and inter-band scattering.[21, 22] More importantly, it offers a great oppor-

tunity to investigate multiband transport phenomena (3.6). However, accessing

to its higher sub-band by applying external electric field is challenging, special

dielectrics or ionic liquid gate are normally required. [21, 22] So far, the tranport

with localized states have only been investigated for the lowest sub-band in bilayer

GNRs.[23].

Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the bilayer graphene band structure (left)
and the inter sub-band scattering (right)

In this experiment, HSQ is spun and patterned into a 50 nm-wide, 200 nm-

long nanoribbon (insert of Fig.3.7(a)), using electron-beam lithography. In the

end, the shape of HSQ mask is transferred into bilayer graphene by O2 plasma

etching at a relatively low power of 20 W to avoid severe edge damage. [24] After

fabrication, electrical measurements are performed in vacuum (∼ 10−5 Pa) at 5

K using p-doped Si substrate as back-gate. Besides, one ∼ 20 nm-wide, 100 nm-

long, monolayer GNR device is also fabricated following the same procedure and

characterized for comparison.

The as-fabricated GNR capped by HSQ is normally weakly p-doped due to the

weakly crosslinked HSQ, [8] and has its charge neutral point within 20 V gate

voltage with the 300 nm SiO2 dielectric. In order to tune EF into the upper sub-

valence band for bilayer GNR, which locates at much higher energy from the lower

sub-band, we apply current annealing to the device to introduce doping. The bias

voltage is slowly ramped up to the value where current passing through the device

is about ∼ 500 µA/µm. The bias voltage then is fixed and continuously applied
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to the device until a saturation in current is observed. The joule heating can

generate the temperature as high as > 1000 ◦C, [25] which is enough to break the

Si-O bonds in HSQ [26] but leave the graphene structurally intact.[6] Consequently,

it produces oxygen atoms, the heavy p-dopant to graphene, and therefore shifting

the EF towards higher energy, i.e. the upper sub-valence band. The annealing is

repeated until the desired doping level is obtained, which is verified by measuring

the field effect.

Figure 3.7: Gate modulation of differential conductance Gsd in bilayer GNR
measured at 5 K with dc bias of 1 mV (black dots), The red solid lines are
the eye guide. The inset shows the scanning electron microscope image of the

measured device. Scale bar: 200 nm

Figure 3.7 plots the conductance Gsd as a function of gate voltage Vg measured

in the bilayer graphene after current annealing. As Vg decreasing nagatively, Gsd

increases with visible oscillations. Charge neutral point does not occur within

40 V, as one evidence of the heavily p-doped characteristics. More interestingly,

a kink with a pronounced shift of Gsd by −10% is noted around −5 V. It is a

signature of a different sub-band being populated, as the opening of an additional

inter-band scattering causes the reduction of conductivity.[21, 22] In the case of a

bilayer GNR, it suggests that Fermi energy enters a higher sub-band. As reported

previously, the energy difference between upper and lower sub-valence band ∆E is

about 400 ∼ 600 meV.[21] This energy can be translated into a back gate voltage

Vg using the equation,[27]
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∆E = π~2C∗g |Vg − Vcnp| /2em∗, (3.1)

wherem∗ ≈ 0.1me is the effective mass of hole withme being free electron mass,[28]

Vcnp is the location of charge neutral point, C∗g is the unified gate capacitance.

Due to the small size of GNR, the fringe capacitance has to be considered when

estimating C∗g . However, it is difficult to calculate the total capacitance accurately

using a simple model. Hence, we obtain the value of C∗g by performing a finite

element simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics. Considering a 300 nm-thick

SiO2 dielectric and 60 nm-thick capping HSQ, the simulation suggests a C∗g of

3.03× 1011 |e|/V·cm2 for this specific device. The doping level of 4.9× 1013 cm−2

can also be estimated by using n = C∗g |Vg − Vcnp| /e, showing a good agreement

with previously reported carrier concentration in the upper subband of a bilayer

graphene.[21] With ∆E of 600 meV, we estimate |Vg − Vcnp| ≈ 165 V, which

suggests that the charge neutral point locates around 160 V. In case of a HSQ

capped device without annealing, a high gate voltage of ∼ −150 V is necessary

to tune EF into the upper sub-valence band, which is highly possible to damage

graphene electrostatically or even breakdown SiO2.[29]

3.4 Observation of Localization States in the Sub-

Band of Heavily Doped Bilayer GNR

To understand the origin of the oscillations in Fig 3.7, dGsd/dVg is plotted for

varied gate voltage and source-drain bias, the so-called charge stability diagram.

The result is plotted in Fig. 3.8(a). At gate voltage Vg < 10 V, highly merged

Coulomb diamond-like patterns are observed with barely distinguished boundaries.

At Vg > 10 V, the patterns start to exhibit a certain period with clearer boundaries

(Fig. 3.8(b)).

Due to localized states, the energy band fluctuates spatially in GNR. A schematic

energy band diagram can be illustrated as Fig. 3.9(a). When the EF is completely

in the upper sub-valence band (at very large negative gate voltage, not reached

in our measurement), holes in both lower and upper sub-bands diffuse through

the channel. As gate voltage increases positively (III), EF touches the fluctuating

bottom of upper sub-band, and the merged charge puddles are created. With
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Figure 3.8: (a) dGsd/dVg as a function of both bias voltage Vsd and back-gate
voltage Vg from -40 to 40 V measured in the bilayer GNR shown in 3.7. (b)
The zoomed-in details of (b) between 28 to 40 V, the yellow dashes are the
eye guide to the diamond-like features. (d) schematic energy band diagram of
bilayer graphene with localized charge states. The illustrated three states, I, II,

and III, are marked accordingly in (b).

increasing gate voltage, the merged charge puddles start to separate to act as

“quantum dots” and puddle size shrinks. Under the circumstances, holes in the

upper sub-band can tunnel through these “dots”, resulting in the highly merged

Coulomb diamond-features in the transport measurement. Noted, the transport

of carriers in the lower sub-band is still diffusive. It is the reason the overall con-

ductance of the channel is considerably high. When EF crosses a certain nominal

energy in the fluctuating bottom of upper sub-band (II), the upper sub-band is
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mostly pinched off. Subsequently, the inter-band scattering closes and conduc-

tance rises, corresponding to the measured conductance kink in Fig. 3.7. With

Further increased gate voltage (I), EF is almost in the lower sub-valence band,

leaving only few deepest charge puddles in the upper sub-band.

Figure 3.9: (a) schematic energy band diagram of bilayer graphene with lo-
calized charge states. The illustrated three states, I, II, and III, are marked
accordingly in Fig 3.8(b). (b) Finite element simulation of the evolution of two
charge puddles with gate voltage. Color bar denotes the hole density. From
(1) to (4), the gate voltage is increased positively. (1) At very large negative
gate voltage, EF is far inside the upper sub-valence band, diffusive transport
dominates. (2) two charge puddles start to separate, where the quantum-dots
like transport appears. (3) they are isolated. (4) one puddle vanishes and only
a single puddle remains, where the single dot dominated transport is expected.

To provide a visualized image, we simulate the evolution of charge puddles in

GNR subject to the gate voltage tuning using finite element method (COMSOL

Multiphysics). Two adjacent doping centers with different concentrations are in-

duced in a thin conductor, to simulate two merged charge puddles with varied

potential fluctuations in graphene. When a gate voltage is applied, the merged

charge puddle separates into two isolated ones, and eventually evolves into a single

puddle at higher gate voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9(b).

Furthermore, with the periodic oscillations data (Fig.3.8(b)), we are able to

estimate the nominal size of the charge puddles. The spacing between diamonds
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is read as ∆Vg ∼ 4.5 V, giving an effective gate capacitance Cg = e/∆V g = 0.035

aF.[30] Then, the nominal diameter of charge puddles is extracted as 19 nm,

using the equation deff = 2
√
tCg/πεε0, with t = 300 nm being thickness of

SiO2, ε and ε0 being the relative permittivity of the surrounding dielectric and

vaccum permittivity, respectively. This agrees with the directly measured values

by scanning tunnelling microscope.[12, 14]

3.5 Localization States Close to CNP of Weakly

Doped Monolayer GNR

Lastly, we characterize a monolayer GNR device without annealing for comparison.

Figure 3.10 displays the measured gate modulation of Gsd. At -2.5 V < Vg < 25.0

V, dGsd is strongly suppressed, known as the transport gap. The center of the gap

is misaligned from 0 V, implying slightly p-doped graphene by the cross-linked

HSQ. Inside the gap, oscillations are clearly noted.

Figure 3.10: (a)Gate modulation measured in a monolayer GNR with 5 mV
dc bias. The transport gap is shadowed. Insets are the schematic energy band

diagram considering the localized charge states.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Charge stability diagram of measured inside the transport
gap. (b) The zoomed-in detail of (b) showing the periodic Coulomb diamond-
like patterns. The yellow dashes are the eye guide to the perimeters of the

Coulomb diamonds.

Figure 3.11(a) shows the charge stability diagram measured inside the gap from

10 V to 20 V. Similar to the bilayer GNR, at 10 V < Vg < 15 V, firstly merged

Coulomb diamond-patterns are observed, originated from the tunnelling via a large

number of charge puddles. At Vg larger than 17.5 V, periodic Coulomb diamonds

with identifiable boundaries are observed, manifesting a few “quantum dots” dom-

inated transport. The period is found to be ∆Vg ∼ 0.75 V, corresponding to an

effective gate capacitance Cg = e/∆V g ∼ 0.2 aF. The nominal diameter of charge

puddles deff is calculated to be 45 nm, showing a good agreement with the direct
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observation using scanning tunneling microscopy [12, 14] and the extracted values

from the transport measurements on monolayer graphene.[14–17]

The similar phenomenon has also been reported for a bilayer graphene with

the lower sub-band conduction.[23] Compared to the bilayer GNR with multiple

sub-bands, the size of charged puddles in the monolayer GNR is in the same

order of magnitude but slightly larger, as possibly the charged puddles induced

at the interface are more screened in the higher sub-bands. Moreover, the overall

conductance is much lower than that of the aforementioned bilayer GNR with

multiple sub-bands conduction, as the only possible transport mechanism is the

tunnelling through isolated puddles. It is also possible to have both hole and

electron puddles participate the transport in monolayer GNR, resulting in the

more complex transport characteristics.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the charge transfer doping phenomenologically. Then

we demonstrated a simple current annealing approach to generate doping element

from HSQ capping layer. The Raman characterization indicates the doping we

observed is stemmed from hydrogen/oxygen adsorption i.e., charge transfer dop-

ing. Utilizing this method, accessing of sub-band in bilayer GNR is achieved. The

spatial fluctuation of the localized states in GNR is tunable by applying external

electric filed. As the results, we observed few quantum dots-like transport be-

havior. In the future, the detailed physics of the higher sub-band tunneling and

inter-band scattering is worthy of thorough investigation.
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Chapter 4

Local Doping Control in HSQ

Capped Graphene Nanoribbon

Graphene quantum dot(QD) is of interest to fundamental physics as well as to

electronic applications. In the past decade, the electronic transport in graphene

QDs, e.g. chaotic transport,[1] coherent electron-phonon coupling[2] and excited

electronic states,[3, 4] have been widely studied. In application aspect, sensitive

charge sensing by using graphene QDs [5, 6] and their room temperature operation

[7] have been realized. Meanwhile, graphene is considered as a potential candidate

of spin-qubit because of its low nuclear spins, which leads to a weak hyperfine

coupling, and therefore a long spin coherence.[8] Recently, the observation of valley

states in gate-defined bilayer graphene QDs also inspires the applications in the

valley degeneracy based electronics.[9]

In contrast to the conventional semiconducting two-dimensional electron gases,

monolayer graphene has no band gap making the gate defined QD impossible.

Hence, to define a QD in monolayer graphene needs to firstly open an energy gap

in graphene. The most straightforward approach is by patterning graphene into

the desired geometry using lithography and etching techniques.[1, 2, 4–6, 10] The

device structure contains a small graphene island of < 150 nm, where the electronic

states are quantized, which is connected to the leads with the extremely narrow

graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) as tunnel junctions as illustrated in chapter one.

The key to guarantee the single carrier transport in such a geometry is to obtain the

much larger geometrically confined energy gap ∆Eg in the GNRs,[11] compared

to that of the island, which normally requires the GNRs to be narrower than
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30 nm. However, the structure with such small dimensions is inevitably subjected

to the disorders originated from fabrication residues, substrate defects,[12–14] and

edge roughness. Subsequently, these disorders varies the spatial distribution of

the chemical potential in the GNR, resulting in small unintended QDs [15–22]and

parasitic charged puddles.[23] These localized states therefore smear out the an-

ticipated single QD features.

In the graphene with opened energy gap, e.g. monolayer graphene nanoribbons

(GNRs) with armchair edges or bilayer graphene placed in an external electri-

cal field, QDs can be realized by electrostatic confinement with precisely defined

gates.[3, 9, 24, 25] In addition to that, doping is another method to define the

chemical potential landscape,[22, 26–28] which also helps to reduce the number

of gates leading to a more compact and simple device structure. For graphene,

doping can be introduced by chemical solutions, e.g. AuCl3. Unfortunately this

chemical process has a low spatial resolution limiting its application in defining the

extremely fine structures, such as the tunnel junction of a few tens of nano-meters

length. To build QD in GNR, a precisely controlled doping with good spatial

resolution is required.

In this chapter, we focus on the spatial control for band structure engineer-

ing. we introduce the controllable doping to GNRs from hydrogen-silsesquioxane

(HSQ) by changing its electron beam doses. Utilizing the e-beam lithography

technique, ∼ 10 nm high spatial resolution of the doping can be easily achieved.

Thanks to that, we are able to design the chemical landscape to realize single

quantum dot transport in the GNR. Single dot-like transport is observed at low

temperatures in the 30 nm-wide and 60 nm-long GNR with spatially controlled

doping. Additionally, the geometric design rule for realizing single QD in GNR is

discussed.

4.1 Introducing Doping Center to Individual Area

of Graphene

Graphene devices are fabricated with monolayer graphene mechanically exfoliated

on the highly doped silicon substrate covered by 300 nm-thick thermal silicon diox-

ide. Device fabrication follows standard nanofabrication procedure using HSQ as

both etching mask and surface dopant (see Experimental section and Supporting
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captionOptical images of a graphene device (a) without and (b) with HSQ
coverage. Dashed lines are the eye guide to the edges of graphene flake. Two
HSQ rectangles are patterned with different doses, which are 900 µC/cm2 and

1800 µC/cm2. Scale bar: 3 µm. (c) Transfer curve showing source-drain
conductance Gsd as a function of back gate voltage Vbg at room temperature

before and after HSQ coverage.

Information for more details). We pattern HSQ resist using electron lithography,

for which a wide range of electron exposure doses from 100 µC/cm2 to 1000 µC/cm2

can be used. During exposure, such an aggressive electron irradiation inevitably

cleaves Si-H and Si-O bonds in HSQ, resulting in hydrogen and oxygen atoms to

dope the underlying graphene. To graphene, hydrogen and oxygen atoms are mild

n-dopant and strong p-dopant, respectively. Moreover, it is known that the Si-H

and Si-O bonds in HSQ have distinct bond strengths.[29] Hence, different dop-

ing characteristics are anticipated to be induced from HSQ under varied exposure

doses.[30] In the end, the shapes of the HSQ is transferred to graphene by gentle

oxygen plasma etching. The final graphene device is capped by HSQ.

Now, we demonstrate that doping can be introduced to graphene from HSQ with

the well controlled doping strength by varying the electron dose. We first show a

reference measurement in the graphene device without HSQ capping layer (see Fig.

??(a)). The field effect measurement shows an ambipolar transfer curve with a sole

charge neutral point (CNP) at 3.5 V, indicating a slightly p-doped graphene. Then,

HSQ is spun on graphene and patterned into two rectangles with two different
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doses, i.e. 900 µC/cm2 and 1800 µC/cm2, as shown in Fig.??(b). According to

our experiments, at a low dose of < 1000 µC/cm2, electron irradiation cleaves the

Si-H bonds of lower bond strength without breaking Si-O bonds, leading to the n-

type doping to graphene.[26] Increasing the dose to > 1000 µC/cm2, the electron

irradiation is sufficient to break Si-O bonds, which generates oxygen atoms to

p-dope graphene.[27] Subsequently, we observe two clear CNPs in the measured

transfer curve at −9 V and 30 V, respectively. This feature manifests a n-type and

a p-type doping centres co-existing in graphene as expected, which corresponds to

the areas beneath the HSQ rectangles exposed at low and high doses, respectively.

We notice that the relative shifts of CNPs are smaller at the same dose than the

previously reported values, which is probably ascribed to the lower acceleration

voltage and thicker HSQ layer used in our experiment.[30]

4.2 Realization of Quantum Dot-Like behaviour

in GNR

Utilizing the exposure dose controlled HSQ doping, we are allowed to design a

quantum dot in the selectively doped GNR. The energy band diagram is presented

in Fig.4.1(a). Leads are two wide metallic graphene without transport gap opening.

The quantum dot is realized with a short heavily p-doped GNR, in which electronic

charge states are quantized due to the geometry confinement. At the ends of the

GNR connecting to the leads, extremely short regions with relatively low doping

compared to that in the center of GNR are designed to be the tunnel barriers.

When the Fermi energy is sitting in the transport gap of the two barrier regions,

the device is anticipated to behave as a quantum dot.

To realize such an energy band structure, the device as shown in Fig. 4.1 is

fabricated. The fabrication process of this device can be briefly described in Fig.

4.2 The geometry is firstly defined in HSQ with varied doses and then transferred

to the underlying graphene by gentle plasma etching. The GNR is defined with

p-type doping from HSQ with a high dose of 1800 µC/cm2. Two wide rectangles

acting as source and drain leads (blue) are defined with HSQ patterned at a dose of

900 µC/cm2. The short gaps of a few nanometers-length without direct exposure

to electron beam are inserted between GNR and two leads. Nevertheless, due to

the proximity effect, these two gaps can still be irradiated by electrons at a much
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the designed energy diagram of the selectively doped
GNR for constructing a quantum dot. The chemical potential in the center of
GNR is ∆ED higher than that of the two ends connected to the leads. The
middle is the illustration of geometric design of HSQ capping layer with varied
doses. The wide leads (grey) are exposed with a low dose of 900 µC/cm2, while
the center of the short ribbon (red) is exposed with a high dose of 1800 µC/cm2.
Two 8 nm-long gaps (blue) inserted between leads and GNR are unexposed
during lithography. The scanning electron microscopic image of the fabricated
device (middle). Scale bar: 100 nm. A 3-dimensional cartoon showing the final
device structure (bottom). The colors of HSQ layer indicate the exposure dose

corresponding to the top panel.

lower dose than that in the center of GNR. Figure 4.1 shows a typical GNR QD

device as fabricated with HSQ capped on top.

We firstly show the characterizations of a device with a 50 nm-wide and 60 nm-

long GNR and 8 nm gaps (see Fig. 4.3(a)). In this device, two pronounced CNPs

at the gate voltages Vbg of 0 V and 30 V are observed at both room temperature
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the fabrication process. (1) Mechanical exfoliation
of graphene onto SiO2 substrate, (2) Spin coating of HSQ layer onto graphene,
(3) Exposure of HSQ by electron beam lithography with varied doses (Elec-
tron irradiation to HSQ), (4) Development of exposed HSQ layer, (5) Etching

graphene using HSQ as mask in O2 plasma.

and 5 K, which manifests the existence of the local doping centers, i.e. the heavily

p-doped GNR and weakly n-doped gap junctions. Note, as a small energy gap of

∼ 10 meV is opened in the 50 nm-wide GNR, weak oscillations start to appear.

Next, we present the measurements of another device with a narrower GNR of

30 nm-width, where a larger energy gap of ∼ 100 meV is expected. Figure 4.3(b)

shows its gate modulation of its conductance Gsd at room temperature and 5 K.

At room temperature multiple CNPs are noticed corresponding to the p-doped

GNR and n-doped junctions. At 5 K, the strongly suppressed conductance is

observed between the gate voltage Vbg of 0 V and 27 V, inside which clear Coulomb

oscillations are observed.

To examine the formation of the QD, log(dIsd/dVsd) is measured and plotted

with respect to gate voltage and source-drain bias, the so-called charge stability

diagram, in Fig.4.4(a). As Vbg is positively scanned from −10 V, the conductance

reduces and eventually Coulomb diamond-like patterns appear (Region I). Most

importantly, between Vbg ∼ 0 V to 8 V, the single QD-like transport feature, i.e.

periodical Coulomb diamonds with clear boundaries and no overlap, are measured

(Region II, see Fig. 4.4(b) for the zoomed-in details). With the further increased
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Figure 4.3: (a) The transfer curves measured in the device with a GNR of
50 nm wide and 60 nm long at room temperature and 5 K. Bias Vsd = 1 mV.
The dark arrows indicate the locations of CNPs in the transfer curve. The
thin red arrows point out these oscillation-like features. (b) The transfer curves
measured in the device with a GNR of 30 nm wide and 60 nm long at room

temperature and 5 K, respectively. Bias Vsd = 1 mV.

Vbg, conductance firstly rises (Region III), then decreases again (Region IV). Inter-

estingly, in the Region IV, i.e. 14 V< Vbg < 27 V, highly suppressed conductance

is observed again. Such a phenomenon can be explained by the following scenario.

A corresponding schematic energy band diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. At

negative gate voltages, the Fermi energy EF is completely in the valence band
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Figure 4.4: (a) Charge stability diagram measured in the GNR device with
the width of 30 nm and length of 60 nm at 5 K. (b) Zoomed-in details of Region

II in (a) showing the single quantum dot-like transport feature.

(Region I), conductance of the device is high. As Vbg increases positively, EF is

pushed into the energy gap of the “gap junctions” (Region II). Under the circum-

stances, two gaps act as tunnel junctions and carriers can tunnel through them

between the leads and the quantized conductive GNR island, therefore resulting

in the single QD transport. With increasing Vbg, EF leaves the energy gap (Region

III). The device behaves as an n-p-n junction, the overall conductance is enhanced

compared to that of a QD. Lastly, EF enters the energy gap of the p-doped GNR

(Region IV), the channel is pinched off again, therefore showing the low conduc-

tance. Hence, this unique conductance fluctuation further verifies the designed

band structure of the selectively doped GNR device.

Two voltage spans with low conductance, i.e. −4 V ∼ 8 V and 14 V ∼ 28 V,
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Figure 4.5: Schematic energy band diagram of the device. Fermi levels are
marked corresponding to the four Regions, I, II, III, and IV marked in Fig. 4.4

(a)

corresponds to the energy gaps opened in the tunnel junctions and GNR, respec-

tively. The one in the GNR is slightly larger than that in the tunnel junction. This

implies that weak potential fluctuations in the GNR originated from the inevitably

induced rough edges, defective substrate, and capping HSQ, which makes the ac-

tual energy gap, the so-called transport gap, larger than the confinement-induced

gap ∆Eg. In the tunnel junctions, as its length is short, the spatial fluctuation

is rather weak compared to that in the GNR. We convert the gate voltage span

into the energy scale using the gate lever arm of 8.8 meV/V extracted from the

Coulomb diamond. Hence, taking ∆Vbg of 12 V, the energy gap of the tunnel

junction is calculated as ∆Eg ∼ 105.6 meV. And ∆Vbg ∼ 14 V gives the transport

gap in GNR of 123.2 meV. Moreover, the potential difference ∆ED induced by

selectively doping is also estimated as 167.2meV, which corresponds to the gate

voltage shift from 2 V to 21 V (Fig. 4.1 top).

More importantly, we can quantitatively extract the size of the QD from the

charge stability diagram. The period of the Coulomb diamonds in the range of

Vbg ∼ 3 V to 7 V is measured as∼ 0.7 V which leads to an effective gate capacitance

Cg = e/∆Vbg = 0.2 aF. Subsequently, the effective size of the QD can be calculated

using the equation A = Cgt/εε0 ∼ 1700 nm2, where t = 300 nm is the thickness
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of SiO2, ε = 3.9 is the relative permittivity of the surrounding dielectric, and ε0

is the vacuum permittivity, respectively. This is consistent with the designed dot

size, i.e. the area of the GNR, 30 nm×60 nm = 1800 nm2.

4.3 Geometric Design Rule for Single Dot-like

Transport

Figure 4.6: (Charge stability diagram measured in the GNR device with the
width of 20 nm and length of 60 nm at 5 K.

Then, we discuss the geometric design rules when building the single QD with selec-

tively doped GNR. Here two additional GNR QD devices with different dimensions

are fabricated and characterized. One has a narrower GNR of 20 nm-width and

60 nm-length while another has a longer GNR of 30 nm-width and 185 nm-length,

compared to the GNR of 30 nm-width and 60 nm-length showing the single QD-like

transport.

Figure 4.6 presents the charge stability measured in the narrower GNR device.

However, no single QD-like transport is recognized. In contrast, only the highly

merged Coulomb diamond-like patterns are observed with barely distinguished

boundaries, indicating the presence of multiple QDs. We know that as the GNR
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becomes narrower than 30 nm, its ∆Eg increases dramatically. An empirical for-

mula gives ∆Eg ∼ α /(w − 15) with α being a fitting coefficient and w being the

width of GNR in nanometer.[11] Taking ∆Eg ∼ 105.6 meV for the 30 nm-wide

GNR obtained from our experiment, α is simply found as 1.58 eV·nm. Assuming

a 1 nm edge roughness induced in the GNR by the plasma etching,[21] the fluc-

tuation of ∆Eg of a 20 nm-wide GNR due to the defective edges can be roughly

estimated as 131.7 meV (395 meV for the width of 19 nm and 263.3 meV for the

width of 21 nm), which is one order of magnitude greater than the value of 14 meV

found for a 30 nm-wide GNR (112.8 meV for the width of 29 nm and 98.8 meV for

the width of 31 nm). Subsequently, it is very likely that unintended small QDs

are formed in the GNR with the segments having the large energy gap as tunnel

junctions, which dominates the transport.

Figure 4.7: (Charge stability diagram measured in the GNR device with the
width of 30 nm and length of 185 nm at 5 K.

In the device with the long GNR, the conductance fluctuation feature similar

to that of the 60 nm-long GNR device is observed (Fig. 4.7). However, we only

note the heavily overlapped Coulomb diamonds in the low conductive region. In

order to realize the single QD transport, the length of the doped GNR should be

less than two times of the average hopping length. When the GNR is too long,

the single QD transport is unlikely, which transits into the variable range hopping

(VRH) between the localized states.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of T dependence of minimum conductance measured
in fig. 4.4 and in fig. 4.7. The dashed lines and the solid lines are the fits to
thermal activation and (a) 1-dimensional (γ = 0.5), (b) 0-dimensional (γ = 1)
VRH models, respectively. The arrow denotes the inverse of the transition

temperature 1/T ∗.

The average hopping length can be estimated for the GNR from the temper-

ature dependence of the minimum conductance. Figure 4.8 plots the minimum

conductance Gmin with respect to the inverse of temperature. At the low temper-

ature region, Gmin increases slowly with increasing temperature. At 1/T ∗, Gmin

starts to rise rapidly. T ∗ is the transition temperature between thermal activation

transport and VRH. We fit the data in the high temperature region to the thermal

activation transport model Gmin ∝ exp(−(Ea/kBT )), while the low temperature

data is fit to the VRH model Gmin ∝ exp(−(T0/T ))γ, with γ ranging from 0.5 to

1 corresponding to the 1-dimensional and 0-dimensional system, respectively. The

intersection of two fit lines gives the transition temperature T ∗ (see Fig. 4.8(c)

for the fitting result with γ = 0.5, see Supporting Information for the fitting with

γ = 1). The average hopping length lc therefore can be calculated by using the

equation lc = kBT
∗l/e∆Vsd, where l is the length of GNR and ∆Vsd is the bias

voltage to lift the gap.[31] The average hopping length is found to be around 38 nm

in both 60 nm-long and 185 nm-long GNRs using either γ = 0.5 or γ = 1, which

agrees with the previous reports.[18, 31] The result suggests that the GNR should
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be shorter than 75 nm in order to observe the single QD-like transport.

4.4 Local Gate Tunable Quantum Dot-Like Be-

haviour

In the last, we discuss the local gate tuning of the QD-like behaviour in our doped

GNR. We fabricate a number of HSQ capped CVD GNRs with a local top gate on

it. Initially, this gate should be < 60 nm wide and should be placed on the GNR

top precisely. However, due to the misalignment in the EBL system, stage, beam,

or both, we could not put gate electrodes right on the GNR top. Therefore I made

a compromise, we increased the gate width to ∼ 200 nm. Finally we obtained a

few devices with gates. Unfortunately, these gates are still, shifted to one side of

the GNR, as the simple cartoon illustration in Fig 4.9. The designed GNR width

is same to the device we discussed in Fig 4.4, w = 30 nm, l = 60 nm with two

∼ 8 nm-long unintentionally irradiated ”gaps”.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of the GNR devices with local top gates. Due to the
misalignment, gates shifted to one side of the ribbon.

Figure 4.10 is the measured transfer curve at 5 K. Ambipolar with oscillation

peaks and multiple CNPs features are noted. The CNP in the Isd-Vg shifts nega-

tively
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with increasing top gate voltage, indicating a good top gate tunability. However,

the deterioration of HSQ causes GNR edges broadening, giving raise to weak

quantum confinement and consequent large background current, the transport

gaps are not as clear as that in the exfoliated GNRs we introduced last chapter.

Fortunately, such an open quantum dot system still allows us to estimate the

Coulomb blockade effect resulted QD-like features, as the dual gate sweep charge

stability plot in Fig 4.11
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Figure 4.11: Dual gates stability diagram measured in device shown in Fig
4.10. (b) is the zoom up of the color rectangle region in (a).

In Fig 4.11 (a), a wide dark blue region in the stability diagram, which is the

transport gap region. In the transport gap, single QD-like current peaks are read

along the back gate voltage Vbg direction. Interestingly, with positively increasing

top gate voltage, this transport gap region broadens, while the single QD-like

peaks start to split, transform to a number of complex resonance. Finally, at the

region 5 V < Vtg < 10 V, -9 V < Vbg < 9 V, two shallow motions of resonance

along Vbg and Vtg arise. Moreover, it seems these two resonance motions have a

almost prodic peak spacing i.e., ∆Vtg = 0.6 V and ∆Vbg = 2.2 V suggesting the

coexisting of a top gate operated QD and a back gate operated QD (see Fig 4.11).

According to other reports on QDs, this is a feature of weakly coupled double QDs

behaviour.[3, 4, 9, 32]

Through the periodic of current peaks along two gate voltages, we could esti-

mated the effective size for the dots. The back gate effective capacitance Cbg =

e/∆Vbg = 0.07 aF, corresponding to a effective dot size A = Cgt/εε0 ∼ 540 nm2.

For top gate, the capacitance Ctg = 0.2 aF, leading to A = 240 nm with a
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Figure 4.12: Schematic illustration of the band structure of the GNR at
different top gate voltage region (a) Vtg < 0 V, (b) Vtg = 0 V and (c) Vtg < 0 V

t = 20 + 20 = 40 nm being the thickness of top HSQ and e-beam evaporated

SiO2 layer. The total size of these effective areas 540 + 240 = 780 nm2 is smaller

than the geometry of the GNR 30× 60 = 1800nm2. Under this circumstance, the

formation of these dots in most like stemmed from the top gate bias induced band

pining impacts on the doping controlled GNR chemical landscape.

The observed transform from single QD-like to double QD-like features can

be attributed to the top gate voltage bias caused band pinning as the cartoon

illustrated in Fig 4.12. Because of the misalignment, top gate is not in the centere

of GNR. Therefore the top gate bias affects the left tunnel barrier more. With

a negative Vtg, the Fermi energy of the top gate effected area is shifted towards

conduction band (Fig 4.12 (a)). With increasing top gate voltage to Vtg = 0 V,

the band structure recovers to the condition similar to Fig4.5. In this two regions,

the current oscillation is single QD-like. However, further increasing the Vtg pins

the two doping controlled barriers to valence band, results in a shrinking of these
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two barrier heights. In the meantime, the scale of the disordered centre ribbon

transport gap thickness increased, subsequently, the impacts of disordered gaps

on the electron confinement increased, leading to the multiple QD-like features as

we observed in the stability diagram.

4.5 Summary

In summary, we demonstrate the controllable doping from HSQ to graphene re-

alized by changing the electron beam dose. As a fine electron-beam resist, an

extremely high spatial resolution of doping can be realized with HSQ. Addition-

ally, geometric patterning and chemical doping are integrated into a single step,

therefore reducing the complexity of the fabrication. Using such a method, we are

able to design and achieve the single QD-like transport in the GNR. Moreover, the

geometric design rule is roughly investigated, manifesting that a relatively short

and wide GNR is suggested for observing the single QD-like transport. We envis-

age that this method can be utilized to other two-dimensional materials and in

other applications, such as pn junctions and tunnel field-effect transistor. In the

future, a local finger gate can be added in addition to the global back gate to tune

the chemical potential of GNR island individually for the better control of the QD

transport.
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Chapter 5

Fabrication of Suspended

Graphene Quantum Dot System

In parallel to the charge transfer doping control, I have also worked on the fabri-

cation of suspended graphee quantum dot system. Coupling single charge trans-

port to mechanical motion is useful for ground state cooling,[1] sensitive charge

sensing,[2] and atomic scale mass detection.[3] This coupling can be realized by em-

bedding a single electron transistor (SET) in a nanoelectromechanical resonator.

In this field, carbon based materials, i.e., suspended carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

and graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), are appealing due to their stiffness, widely

tunable resonance frequency and exceptional transport properties.[2–4] To gain

an insight view of the coupling mechanism, it is necessary to develop the single

dot SET to double dots. Double quantum dots can be realized by nanopatterning

graphene. However, these channels easily deform during the supporting substrate

etching process. To guarantee such a fragile structure, it is better to define the

dots after suspending the channel. Helium ion beam milling (HIBM) has been

demonstrated as an efficient technique for shaping suspended graphene into sub-

10 nm scale structures with small deformation owing to its small beam diameter,

fine spatial resolution and suitable energy.[6] Therefore, well-shaped suspended

graphene double quantum dot can be expected using HIBM. So far, fabrication

processes for such a complex suspended structure is still under development.

In this chapter, we present our approach toward the realization suspended graphene

quantum dots system. A relatively large GNR (width w=500 nm, length l=1000

75
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nm) with seven stiff metal electrodes on its edges was pre-fabricated through con-

ventional e-beam lithography fabrication process. Among the seven electrodes, two

larger electrodes with a width of 1000 nm were defined as source and drain. The

other smaller electrodes with widths of ∼ 50 nm were later defined as side gates.

Afterward, the substrate was etched out by using BHF. These strong electrodes

pulled the GNR and kept its shape from deformation during etching. Then HIBM

was carried out to pattern the GNR into single or double dots structures. Impres-

sively, two islands with a diameter smaller than 100 nm connecting to source and

drain through constrictions with a width of sub-10 nm are obtained. Although,

desired characteristic are not obtained from the experiment, the success in sus-

pended graphene double QD patterning provide useful informations for the future

development of graphene nano electromechanics (NEMs) and QDs.

5.1 Helium Ion Beam Milling for Graphene Nanorib-

bon Patterning

Helium ion beam belongs to the focused ion beam technology family which holds

the smallest beam diameter down to 0.25 nm. Compared to electron beam, helium

ion beam has a shorter wavelength, leading to smaller forward scattering. The

energy of Thanks to that, sub-10 nm scale patterning is expected from helium ion

beam milling technology (HIBM).[5, 6]

Unlike e-beam lithography, the high energy ion beam allows us to directly mill

and spatter the irradiated sample. Therefore the HIBM shaping does not require

resist. The helium ions will either goes into the substrate, or be evacuated in vac-

uum. Thanks to that, HIBM offers a choice for cleaner graphene nano-fabrication

in principle.

However, the high energy helium ion beam will spatter substrate material and

incurs into it as well. Because of that, the substrate irradiated by helium ions

swells like a balloon. Also the back scattering of helium ions cause additional

damage to the fragile graphene lattice, leading to a massive scale of point de-

fects. Subsequently, Anderson localization takes places resulting in poor electrical

conductivity.[7–9]
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of a helium ion beam microscope.
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Figure 5.2: SEM image of a HIBM patterned graphene nanoribbon. The
width of the centre GNR is ∼ 6 nm

Keeping the above results in mind, later we performed HIBM for suspended

graphene with an 200 nm air gap. the results is shown in Fig5.2. Impressively, a

width down to ∼ 6 nm suspended GNR is achieved by using this technology. The

Isd-Vsd measurement results is plotted in Fig 5.3. An energy gap of ∼ 0.5 eV is

estimated directly from the plotting, which meets the requirements for the majority

semiconductor electronics application.

The promising result encouraged the feasibility of the usage of HIBM in energy

gap opened GNR patterning, we put more efforts to develop this technology as
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500 nm

Figure 5.3: The Isd-Vsd measurement for the device shown in Fig 5.2

500 nm

Figure 5.4: SEM images of the GNRs after substrate etching. The edges rolls
towards to its center and GNR becomes a ”carbon nano tube”

well as the related fabrication process. However, we soon met another challenge

in the device fabrication. The edges of suspended GNRs have a high possibility

to roll up during the substrate wet etching and super critical dry processes as we

can clearly see in the SEM images (Fig 5.4).

This phenomena is stemmed from a interplay of GNR surface tension and in-

nerstress. Although, changing the GNR aspect ratio, i.e., making the width wider
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Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of GNRs for
helium ion beam milling

while the length shorter, is a solution, which leads to a larger GNR geometry and a

longer HIBM time. Moreover, it appeals that a GNR length of 1∼ 2 µm is required

to put plunger gates for the final suspended graphene QD operation. Therefore,

new fabrication procedure development is required for this special device.

5.2 Fabrication of Suspended Graphene Nanorib-

bon for HIBM patterning

The strategy of avoiding rolling up is illustrated in Fig 5.5. A quick also efficient

solution of the GNR edges rolling is adding electrodes at their edges, so this gates

serve as a ”bridge pier” that drag the edge and prevent it from wet etching. Later,

during the HIBM patterning, we can separate the gate from GNR, so the ”bridge

pier” then becomes a side gates.

The suspended graphene nanoribbon fabrication starts with transferring me-

chanically exfoliated graphene to doped silicon substrate covered by 285 nm ther-

mally grown oxide layer. The two large source and drain electrodes and five small

gate electrodes are fabricated on graphene through conventional nano-fabrication

process. The gate widths are 50 nm. Between two adjacent electrodes, a space of

100 nm is kept. Importantly, we used AR-P 6200 resist to pattern this electrodes.
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Figure 5.6: SEM image of a suspended graphene nanoribbon. The bottom
figure is the zoom up of the top figure.

Then we patterned the graphene into a 500 nm wide, 1000 nm long nanoribbon.

Thereafter the substrate is etched out via a wet etching (40 s in 46% BHF solution)

followed by a critical point dry. The SEM image of fabricated device is shown in

Fig 5.6 (a).

The electrical characterization is carried out as soon as we confirmed the sus-

pension of GNR channel. The measured I-V and gate modulation transfer curve

characteristics are shown in Fig 5.7. All the contacts show nice Ohmic contact

features. In the gate modulation transfer curve, we see a p-doped ambipolar char-

acteristic. The position of CNP is at Vg > 20 V because the air gap of ∼ 70 nm

between substrate and GNR. Taking the parallel-plate capacitor model, the gate

capacitance reduced by a factor of 1/3

C =
εε0 × A

h
{1 +O(

log(
√

A
h

)
2
√
A
h

)} (5.1)
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Figure 5.7: Electrical characterization of the device shown in Fig 5.6

with

epsilon = 1 for air, h = 70 nm being the air gap and A = 500 nm ×1000 nm being

the nanoribbon area. Assuming the device is not suspended, the the CNP should

be within Vbg < 10V. Therefore, the p-doping nature is actually not that strong.

Nevertheless, through out the above preparation, the sample is ready for HIBM

patterning.

5.3 HIBM Patterning

After the prefabrication, HIBM is carried out in a Zeiss Orion Plus made helium

ion microscope at a pressure of < 5× 10−5 Pa. A beam current of 1 pA under a
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Figure 5.8: Helium ion beam microscopy images of Device A taken during the
HIBM patterning. Numbers on the left top conner (from (1) to (8)) denote the

order of the milling procedure. The scale bar is 1000 nm
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acceleration voltage of 30 kV is setted. With this setting, the beam diameter is

minimized to 0.25 nm. The milling dose applied for line shaping is 1×1018ions/cm2.

Figure 5.8 is the helium ion beam microscopy images taken during the milling. For

the convenience, we denoted this device as Device A. In the first experiment, we

patterned the centre dots then milled the other parts. Impressively, the circular

dot, the wings, didn’t fall down during the HIBM. We achieved a tunnel junction

width smaller than previous 6 nm wide-GNR, while a dot size < 70 nm. In prin-

ciple, the smaller geometry leads to a stronger quantum confinement as well as a

larger single particle spectrum space, which is crucial for the study and operation

of single electron transport related physics. Unfortunately, it is appealing that

the centre dot channel easily deform, and stacks to the close side gates. Later we

found by changing the milling order, one is able to avoid such deformation issue.
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Figure 5.9: Measured Isd-Vsd characteristic in Device A after HIBM pattern-
ing.

The measurement results of this device is shown in Fig 5.9. Compared to the

measurement results before annealing 5.7, the Isd-Vsd characteristic changed dras-

tically. A non-linear region −6 V < Vsd < 4 V is read. On both sides of this region,

the current increased readily with increasing bias voltage, finally the Isd-Vsd curve

becomes linear. This is a signature of transport gap opening in Vsd direction due

to the HIBM patterning. The measured Vsd gap corresponds to an energy gap

∼ 5 eV, indicating the device is converted to insulator. Such HIBM irradiation
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Figure 5.10: Helium ion beam microscopy images of Device B taken during
the HIBM patterning. N The scale bar is 1000 nm
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induced metal-semiconductor-insulator transition in graphene have been reported

by Nakaharai et al. [9] In our experiment, this is due to i) the HIBM induced

defects and ii) the ultra-small nano ribbon junction width.
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Figure 5.11: Measured Isd-Vsd characteristic in Device B after HIBM pattern-
ing at varied temperature (from 300 K to 60 K).

In the second experiment, we decide to increase the device geometry to avoid

the metal-insulator transition. In addition, we changed the patterning order, i.e.,

from out side to the centre dot as shown in Fig 5.10. From the images we took

during HIBM, we see also found the deformation occurs at each step. But, with

this out-centre order, the graphene shirks to its centre rather than shifted to up or

down. Finally, a double QD-devices with a dot diameter of 150 nm and a tunnel

junction width of 80 nm is obtained. This device is denoted as Device B.

Figure5.11 plots measured Isd-Vsd curve in a semilog scale. The device exhibit

Ohmic Isd-Vsd at room temperature with a resistance of R = 6.2 MΩ, which is

larger than the quantum resistance e2/} = 2.6MΩ, implies a possibility for room

temperature SET operation. The resistance increased with decreasing temper-

ature. At 60 K, the current barely flows because the carrier freezing. Though

Device B shows a better electrical property, the side gates are not working as we

expected. The stability diagram of two dot plunger gates are plotted in Fig 5.12.
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The source-drain current almost independent on the gate voltages, implies a poor

gate tunablility.

Figure 5.12: Stability diagram measured in Device B at room temperature
with a bias voltage Vsd = 1 V

The possible mechanism is the massive point defects. To pattern the device, the

edges of GNR had been exposed to a large amount of helium ions. As a result, the

GNR edges are heavily damaged, making the ”true” conductive channel smaller

and even further from the gate than what we see in the microscope.[10] In this case,

we need to place the side gates to a position closer to the centre QD to realize the

SET operation since the gate capacitance inversely proportional to the distance.

In addition, changing the gate design is another choice. Possible candidates in this

special case will be surrounding gate in carbon nanotube studies.

Another consideration is the utilization of the conductive changing property

to creat the tunnel junction instead of patterning a dot island. Just before this

work started, Tomizawa et al, used focused ion beam irradiation to control the

tunnel junctions in multi-wall carbon nanotube.[11] Single QD Coulomb blockade

is achieved by using this strategy. This report inspires our future experiments on

HIBM and suspended graphene double QD fabrication.
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5.4 Summary

In summary, we developed the fabrication process for suspended graphen double

QDs system. Two large contacts on the GNR ends with five side electrodes on

the GNR edges are attached to GNR. This design minimize the surface tension

resulted GNR deformation, which provides a grounding for the success of HIBM

patterning. After patterning, Ohmic Isd-Vsd can be found in QDs with diameters of

150 nm and tunnel junctions of 80 nm. Smaller device (Device A) can be patterned,

however it transforms to insulator because of the small device geometry and the

point defects.

The last issue, the gate tunability for device operation is poor in this proto-

type devices, possibly due to the HIBM introduced point caused smaller effective

channel width. In the future, we will continue to work on this issue, try to find a

suitable geometry dimension for the device, or change the side gate to other form,

e.g., bottom or a cylinder-like surrounding gates.
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Chapter 6

Summary

During the years of my master studies, I have fabricated graphene nanoribon FET

and SETs. We observed single QD-like SET features in small GNRs, which is

stemmed from edge roughness and inhomogeneity doping in GNR resulted dis-

ordered transport gap. With our current technology, both effects are hardly to

completely overcome. Under this circumstance, I come up with an idea to realize

single QD-like band structure via transport gap engineering, i.e., controllable HSQ

doping.

For a long time, HSQ has been only considered as a fine resolution e-beam resist.

Until Banner and Murali[30] demonstrated the utilization of HSQ for graphene

doping. In my phD studies, I developed this method for different purpose. The

basic concept is controllably cleaving the Si-H and Si-O bonds. Due the a mis-

match of the bond strength, the Si-H are easily break when the sample is heated

or exposed to high power energy irradiation such as plasma and electron beam.

Subsequently, hydrogen are generated to graphene resulting in n-type doping. On

the other hand, Si-O bonds are hard to break unless one increased the power of

energy source or the Si-H bonds are completely broken. The generated oxygen will

induce p-type doping to graphene. Due to this unique interaction between HSQ

and graphene, doping control in HSQ capped GNR can be expected during and

after device fabrication.

The first strategy is current annealing. Applying a massive current passing

through the GNR channel will generate Joule heat that readily cleaves the chemical

bonds of the HSQ molecule. Using this method we could control the overall doping

level in GNR. For demonstration, experiments on HSQ capped monolayer FET
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and bilayer GNR is performed. In monolayer graphene, we demonstrated the

feasibility of doping level control using current annealing. In the monolayer GNR,

we successfully tuned the Fermi energy to its sub-valence band region, where the

interband scattering is observed. In addition, at this region, electrically tunable

localization states are also studied experimentally. However, the spatial doping

can not be properly controlled over using current annealing.

The secondary is using e-beam lithography system to controllably cleave the

chemical bonds of HSQ molecule by changing the e-beam irradiation dose. Thanks

to the fine spatial resolution of EBL technology, we could precisely control the dop-

ing level and area. Using this method, controllable doping with nanometer scale

spatial resolution is demonstrated and single QD-like SET properties is observed.

For the aspect of manufacture, we provide a geometry design rule to observe single

QD-like properties. Unfortunately, due to the system limit, we fall to fabricate a

local gate to tune the chemical potential of QD in GNR. But the doping control

method we have developed offers us a new option for future graphene, and other

two-dimensional nano-device fabrication.

Apart from doping, I have also worked on the development of suspended graphene

QD system. Going through the previous experience, we considered using helium

ion beam technology to pattern suspended GNR channel. We have designed struc-

ture and the process to avoid graphene edge rolling up, which allows the succeed

in complex suspended GNR patterning. The remaining work is fining the gate

tunablility. In the future, this could be expected by changing the gate structure,

or the distance between gate and GNR channel.
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